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An elementary proof of a formula of Jensen 
by 
H.J.A. Duparc, C.G. Lekkerkerker and W. Peremens. 
Jensen (Acta Math. 26 (1902), 308) stated a formula which may be 
brought in the following form 
( 1 ) I CD e-(a+sz) (a+sz)s = 12z for I z I < 1; l ze-z/ < e1' 
S=0 s! 
which formula he proved by means of the formula of Lagrange-Burmann. 
In this note we give an elementary proof of (1). 
We use the formula, valid for all b 
r 
(2) 2 ( ~) ( -) 8 ( s +b) r = ( - ) r r ! (r = 0,1,2, ••• ), 
S=0 
which may be found a by applying r times the operator zaz to both sides 
of the equality 
r L (r)(-)s 2 s+b = 2 b( 1 _2 )r 
S=0 s 
and then taking z=1. In fact, the expression (zfz-)r zb(1-z)r is equal 
to a sum of terms each containing at least one factor 1-z, with one ex-
ception only. So if we put Z=1 only one term in our sum differs from 
zero; its value is found by taking z=1 in zb+r(-)r r!;whence follows 
the result ( 2) • 
Let f(r) be an arbitrary 
r from formula (2) it follows 
function of r. Then after summation over 
r 
( 3) f(r)(r)(_)s(s+b)r = L. f(r)(-)r r!, ~~ s r 
sum exists. Now for f(r) we take (-~ir; then if supposed the last 
0 < x ( 1 formula (3) becomes 
OJ r co 
.L L (-x~~~;l:)~+b)r = L. xr = 12x• 
r=O S=0 • 1 r=O 
If further we suppose xex<( e' we have 
(4) 
OJ r oo . L. L rx)r~_Js(stb)r = L xs(s~o,}-s 
r=O S=O s. ( r-s) . s;'o s. (5) 
(lO 
~ (-x(s+b}~r-s 
L_ (r-s l ' r=S 
because the summations 
on the right hand side 
CD L xs ls+bl 8 
S=0 s. 
on account of 
may be interchanged. In fact the double series 
converges absolutely, 
ro ro L (x ls+bl }~-s = [: 
tr-s • 0 r=S S= 
for 
xsls+bl 8 
s1' ex ls+bt < 00 
- 2 -
x\s+b+-'ll x\ 1+ 1 1s . ex+1<· 1 l s+1 ,e s+o __._,,.x • 
Then from (4) and (5) it follows putting r-s = t 
00 Q) 00 
1 = ~ xs(stb)s 2 (-xf~+b))t = L x8 (s+b) 8 e-x(s+b). 
1-x / ~ s. t O • 0 s. s';;o = S= 
If in this result we put bx= a, 
co y- e-(a+xs) (a+xs) 8 = 
~o s!. S= 
(6) 
Now the series 
CX) s (7 ) L e-(a+zs) (a+zs) 
S=O s! 
we get for O < xex < 1 Jensen's formula 
1 
1-x · 
converges in the domain jze-~( ~' drawn below. 
Since for O < xex< 1 the formula (6) holds, by analytic continuation,we 
find that for all z in the convex domain~ determined by 
lze- 2 !<~; lzJ(1, 
the series (7) converges to~- The series (7) is also convergent in the 1-z 
domain II, determined by 
f ze- 2 }< ~_; ) z t) 1, 
although the value can not be obtained by analytic continuation from 
domain I. :ts sum however then can be found by the following consideration. 
First remark that if z lies in domain I we have proved 
CX) ( -z -z)s ea L ~ae +sze _ 
S=O s ! = "'r-z' 
hence putting ae -z = C 
00 
· -z)s ecez (8) L ~ c+sze _ s ! = 7"=z• S=O 
- 3 -
Now suppose that z lies in the domain II. Then there exists exactly one· 
point c:-- in domain I satisfying ) 
(9) ze-z = S e-S . 
To prove this assertion we put ze-z =ex, hence lex)<!. Denote the num-
ber of points~ in the domain I, satisfying f(S) =)e~) -o<.= O, by 
N (0<) • Then we have taking the integral in positive sense along the boundary C of 
danain I (' ) _ '1 ff 1 (w) 
N CX: - 27Ti C "f"("wT dw. -
This function N(ot.) is for \ex\< : continuous and has for each such t:I.. an 
integral value, hence this function is a constant. Since obviously 
N(O) = '1, we have N(e><) = '1 for lex!(~-
Introducing the solution~ of equotion ( 9) the relation (8) becomes 
OJ 00 ~ L (c+sz7-z)s = L (c+s$1:X = 
S=O s. S=O s. 
. -z hence using ae = c 
OJ s 
~ -zs-a( )s ce -a 1 e _ a +sz e s:o s ! = ---i--...,,.~- = 
'-, 
ce'> 
e 
So we found for lze- 2 f( 1 the foJJDwing result 
oo s ( ~ if I z I< 1, 
) e-a-sz (a+~z) =) ;t _3 
J_ -a 
z 
e 
=-,.......,..-1- ~ • 
s. l z )-
e 1 _ ~ if I z I ) '1, where.":) is determined 
and I ~l < '1. 
S=O 
We give some other applications of formula (3). If we suppose 
integral and if we take 
then (3) 
( ) b ! fr = r!r!(b-r)! -' 
gives 
b r b L L. (b)(r) (-) 8 \s+b)r = L 
0 0 r s r. 0 r= S= r= 
b!(-)r 
r! (b-r) ! = o. 
If we however take 
rb! f(r) = 1 ~ b , , r,r. -r. 
we get from (3) 
b r s+r r b L L. ( b ) ( r ) ....__( ---'-) _ 1 __._( s_+--'b )___ = L g ! = 
0 0 r s r. r--O r!(u-r)! r= S= 
hence co b r 
'\""', ~ (-)s+r(s+b)r 
t..,__ t.._ L sir! (b-r) ! (r-s) ! 
b==O r=O s==O 
O'.) 
=Lt= b=O b, 2 e • 
by (9) 
b positive 
If in (2) both members are multiplied i::l:. by r' we obtain after summation 
over b ( 1+ 'E)r(-)s+r 
s ! ( r-s) ! 
rlb 
= S (r). 
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(-z)r If in (3) we take f(r) = ~ 1 we get 
oo r L L_ (-z)r~-)~(s+b)r 
r=O s==O r ! s. ( r-s )7 
z e • 
Now the series in the left hand side of this relation converges abso-' 
lutely because 
Hence 
so 
m r 
LL 
r==O s==O 
l I r oo m r 
z~s+b) < ~ 1 ~ lz(s+b)i 
r l s. ( r- s )T ~ sT ;-:0 r ! = 
== £ e ! zs+zol I zb\ l OJ e lzl s 
s==O sr·--- ~ e ;JS s! = \zbl+ e\zl e • 
putting r == 
m r I:L 
r=O s=O 
s+t and changing 
(-z)r~-)s(s+b)_: 
r! s. (r-s) ! 
s 
OJ 2 
= L 'zs+rb) JS( 2 V zs+zb)' 
0 s. 
s= s 
OJ -L (.zs+rb) 2 J ( 2 V zs+zb) = ez. 
0 s. s S= 
we find 
= 
